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Dahlak Archipelago (Wikimedia Commons
(https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Dahlak_Archipelago_SPOT_1379.jpg))
On May 20, 2021, the Sri Lankan government passed the controversial Colombo Port
City Economic Zone Bill
(https://www.parliament.lk/uploads/bills/gbills/gazette/english/6218.pdf) (Port City
Bill), creating the country’s first special economic zone (SEZ) for services-oriented
industries. Parliament’s passing of the bill occurred days after the Supreme Court
ruled that several provisions of the Port City Bill were unconstitutional
(https://economynext.com/sri-lanka-top-court-suggests-changes-to-colombo-portcity-commission-bill-82080/), requiring amendments. The heart of the controversy
was the creation of a commission of unelected members who would have broad
powers over the SEZ, an innovation that contravened the authority of regulators and,
as it has been argued (https://groundviews.org/2021/04/18/the-port-city-billlegislative-carving-out-from-a-constitutional-democracy/), violated Sri Lankan
sovereignty as enshrined in its constitution. More specifically, the SEZ is funded and
developed by a subsidiary of China Communications Construction Company
(https://www.portcitycolombo.lk/about/), which invested $1.4 billion to construct the
SEZ in exchange for a 99-year lease from the Sri Lankan government. As a result of
this controversy, the Port City Bill was amended such that five of the seven
commission members have to be Sri Lankan
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(https://www.independent.co.uk/news/sri-lanka-oks-commission-to-overseechinesebuilt-port-city-sri-lanka-colombo-chinese-parliament-supreme-courtb1851268.html).
Unaddressed by the Supreme Court, however, was a seemingly more innocuous but
nonetheless potentially far-reaching problem: the bill’s dispute resolution provisions.
The Port City Bill proposed to establish an International Commercial Dispute
Resolution Centre (ICDRC) that uses arbitration to settle disputes within the SEZ,
effectively ousting the jurisdiction of Sri Lankan courts. This ouster is contentious
given that the courts have, in the past, held (https://www.varners.law/pdf/articleouster-clauses.pdf) that legislation cannot oust its jurisdiction. Still, the ICDRC
survived judicial scrutiny and was passed into law.
The Port City Bill and the ICDRC, in particular, exemplify a particular logic of
outbound Chinese capital, one that, in my recent article
(https://harvardilj.org/2021/04/chinese-law-and-development/) based on three years
of fieldwork and nearly 150 interviews, I summarize as “Chinese law and
development” (CLD). Whereas previous capital-exporting countries, and in particular,
the U.S., have sought to reform the legal system of host states, often in line with
their own experience of law, Chinese parties are mostly not interested in engaging in
the legal reform of host states. Rather, they have shown a greater interest in creating
institutions of transnational law, including international arbitration centers—both
within the People’s Republic of China and outside its territory—that can avoid Chinese
companies from having to litigate in host state courts.
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Opening Ceremony Colombo Port City Project (Public Ownership
(https://www.flickr.com/photos/presidentrajapaksa/15088907917))
Taking a step back, “law and development” most generically refers to the relationship
between law and economic development in what used to be called the “Third World,”
and is particularly understood as technical legal development assistance as provided
by donor states to host ones. The career of David Trubek at the University of
Wisconsin Law School is most commonly associated with the U.S. experience of law
and development, one that has undergone a series of waves. Chinese law and
development (CLD) is different from Trubek’s view of the notion. For the most part,
the Chinese government does not send out legal technicians to advise foreign states
on how to design legal institutions or draft legislation, efforts under-girded by
assumptions about the capacity of law to stimulate economic growth.
Instead of popular accounts that envision China as hegemonic, and roughly
analogous to previous economic superpowers, China is emerging into the world
economy during a period of widespread anxiety about Chinese influence, anxiety that
takes the form of investment screening, trade tariffs, and immigration blockades.
Further, China’s own experience with legal reform shows how law offered one set of
norms, among others (e.g., administrative directives, dictates of the Chinese
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Communist Party, political campaigns, etc.) that facilitated (and sometimes impeded)
economic experimentation. CLD thus addresses how the Chinese government and
Chinese enterprises protect their assets, investments, and personnel in challenging
legal and regulatory environments. To do so, CLD unzips the toolkit of such Chinese
parties to demonstrate the plurality of means by which they secure their commercial
and also geo-economic interests.
The co-creation of what elsewhere
(https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5f0a3654a47d231c00ccd14f/t/5f7f77b7533
d223d4ad769cc/1602189240185/Erie+-+The+New+Legal+Hubs+%28PROOF%29.pdf)
I have called “exceptional zones” such as SEZs with their own dispute resolution
mechanisms that feature rules different from those of the host jurisdiction is one
such method. In addition to Sri Lanka, there are other extraterritorial examples, such
as that of the China-Africa Joint Arbitration Centre
(http://www.shiac.org/CAJAC/index_E.aspx). These jurisdictional archipelagos foster
transnational law by allowing parties to opt out of the national law of host states and
choose alternative law, which theoretically could be Chinese law. Hence, issues of
governing law in contracts that are the basis of disputes, as well as language of
arbitration, nationality of arbitrators, and related procedural issues, loom large as
these new legal hubs start to accept cases. While these archipelagos are not unique
to Chinese outbound capital, Chinese parties seem to be particularly focused on their
promotion. More broadly, CLD raises important questions concerning how
exceptional zones impact legal development and access to justice in emerging
economies.

Matthew Erie’s paper ‘Chinese Law and Development’
(https://harvardilj.org/2021/04/chinese-law-and-development/)was published in the
Harvard International Law Journal earlier this year and is available for free here
(https://harvardilj.org/2021/04/chinese-law-and-development/).
Matthew S. Erie is an Associate Professor, Member of the Law Faculty, and Associate
Research Fellow at the Centre for Socio-Legal Studies at the University of Oxford. He
is also the Principal Investigator of the “China, Law and Development
(https://cld.web.ox.ac.uk/#/)” project (grant agreement No 803763), based at the
University of Oxford. You can follow him on Twitter @MatthewErie
(http://twitter.com/@MatthewErie) or reach out to him at
matthew.erie(at)law.ox.ac.uk.
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